
 

 

CHARLIE JORDAN 
 

 
 
NSS: Charlie, thank you for being interviewed by Panther Newsletter.  Please tell 

the readers a little about yourself; where are you from? 
 

CJ: I’m a Brummie, although I lived in London for twelve years so I’ve probably lost 
my accent. I was adopted and apparently have some oriental heritage, but haven’t 
yet traced my roots.  

 
NSS: What prompted you to first pick up the pen and start writing poetry? 

CJ: The best present I ever had - my boyfriend bought me a pen and some Muji 
exercise books with a note ‘You keep saying you want to write, well go on then!’ 
So I did.  Then in the library one day I saw a leaflet about a writing workshop run 
by Roi Kwabena, and nervously I sneaked in the door….. I’d never seen anyone 
bring words to life from a page in the way that Roi did – he was outstanding.  
Much missed, Roi was a tiny man in stature whose presence was immense on 
stage and whose enthusiasm for words was contagious.  His performances 
transformed my understanding of poetry and inspired me to keep scribbling.  I’d 
never have imagined that a few years later I would become a Birmingham Poet 
Laureate, as he then was. 

 
NSS: Do you just write poetry or do you try you hand at short-stories and/or 

novels as well? 
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CJ: So far, just poetry including a series of poems based on a residency at West 
Bromwich Albion Football Club and a one woman show ‘Buddhism and Ben & 
Jerrys, how to survive heartbreak.’ Mostly I write for performance, to lift the 
words off the page and give them life.  I have a novel-writing friend who 
describes each book as like having an affair; she thinks poems are like one night 
stands  

 
NSS: What authors/poets have inspired you in particular? 

 
CJ: How long have you got?! An endless list, I love the Buddhist writer and poet 

Thich Nhat Hanh, whose work I discovered when I was just 18 and first moved to 
London.  Maya Angelou is always inspiring and as a fellow six foot woman who 
loves to eat, I feel a connection.  American writer Natalie Goldberg is brilliant 
whether she’s writing about coffee and a sandwich in a café or a complex Zen 
concept, and she‘s always truthful.  At school I loved Wilfred Owen and the 
brutality of the writing still holds power.  Dreadlock Alien and Spoz have been 
inspiring to watch and they’ve both encouraged me to perform and to work in 
schools; their friendship has been an added bonus.  Jo Bell is as tight on the 
page as she is hilarious on stage.  Byron Vincent, who I‘ve shared a stage with in 
awe at the Big Chill, is outstandingly funny. Live performances by Moqapi 
Selassie, Xena Edwards, PolarBear, Lemn Sissay, Tony Walsh, Luke Wright, 
David J Pugilist, Kate Fox, Bohdan Piasecki, Hollie Mcnish and so many more 
keep me excited about the current level of spoken word in the UK. 

 
NSS: What specific subject really excites your passion to start writing? 

CJ: Whenever I read or hear other poets’ work it kicks my butt to do more and dig 
away with the pen again.  Subjects vary, but … food, sex, Buddhism and football 
all echo through several pieces.  Boxing, polar bears, Brighton Beach and 
Birmingham pop up and there are many pages of partly finished works to be given 
some TLC and serious editing.  Themes include plastic surgery (ie. why?!) and 
teenage years, and being tall - as it’s the first thing everyone else mentions.  The 
other day my niece hugged me and said ‘I love you, but I hope I don’t grow as tall 
as you are: no offence!’ So I need to rebrand being tall in a positive light for all 
the other tall kids I see slouching in schools - we’ve all been called the same 
nicknames and it’s impossible to hide when you’re a six foot teenage girl.  I think 
many writers I know have that experience, in some way we’ve all been the 
‘outsider’, the ‘odd one out’ who never quite fits in. To observe and be detached 
is great habit for a writer, and it ensures you think for yourself. 

 
NSS: Have you been published or about to be? 

 

 



 

 

CJ: My poem ‘I am a seagull’ has been selected for the ‘Bugged’ anthology published 
October 2010 available on Amazon.  I’ve also been published in a few anthology 
pamphlets, and online projects, but it’s not something I’m eager to rush into.  
Maybe at some point in the future …… although as I’m more of a performance 
poet, perhaps it’ll be a CD instead of a book. 

 
NSS: What do you enjoy most about writing? 

CJ: The alchemy of making something out of nothing but words. When the words 
take on a power and meaning or an idea transforms, there’s a purity of feeling. 
Sometimes you get a phrase or sentence that just works and you get a rush like a 
footballer scoring a goal - although I tend not to run around my kitchen with my 
shirt pulled over my face like they do 

 
NSS: What do you least enjoy about writing? 
 
CJ: Hmmmm…. The editing process.  It’s great when you have the luxury of time to 

be able to leave a piece for a few weeks and almost become estranged from it - 
then there’s clarity when you look at it to edit.  That distance of time enables you 
to identify the lazy lines that deserve deleting.  Then you can almost enjoy the 
best lines as if a stranger has written them, without blushing, just revelling in the 
joy of words that seem to fit right and beam off the page at you.  Those are rarer 
than the lines that you cringe over though…. 

 
NSS: Do you write full-time? 
 
CJ: I do a mixture of radio presenting, some school workshops and other literacy 

projects and squeeze the writing in around that. 
  
NSS: Do you have any current projects that you’re working on at the moment?  
 
CJ: I’m working on extending the Buddhism and Ben & Jerrys show, and have a 

collection of food poems in progress.  Matt Windle and I are planning a piece that 
will combine boxing and martial arts moves with words.  I’ll need to get to the 
gym more often to do that physical format justice though, as Matt’s a 19yr old 
champion Boxer… 

 
NSS: Away from writing, how did you become to be a Deejay/Presenter on Smooth 

Radio? 
 
CJ: Initially I started D.J’ing in clubs, playing underground music and working with 

live bands and rappers.  My first radio station was Buzz Fm where I presented late 
shows playing a mix of reggae, soul and hip hop.  I’ve been in radio for 18 years 
now, presenting music and speech programmes on Radio 1, Radio 2, BRMB, 
Heart FM, BBC London, LBC, BBC WM and most recently on Smooth Radio.  
We play some of the best old Motown sounds alongside newer artists, although 



 

 

when I’m filling in for the Breakfast show I have 4am alarm calls – which means 
I need three alarm clocks. 

 
NSS: Do you have a favourite genre of music? 
 
CJ: When I first started D.J’ing in clubs, I’d play a mixture of hip hop, reggae, soul, 

Pfunk, jazz fusion and Gil Scott Heron was probably my introduction to poetry 
and spoken word.  Spearhead and Tribe Called Quest got me lyrically fired up and 
told stories so beautifully.  If I hear Gil Scott Heron’s ‘Pieces of a man’ now it 
still moves me to tears.  

 
NSS: Finally, do you have any advice and encouragement you would like to share 

with any potential budding writers, Deejay/Presenters? 
 
CJ: Yes.  Follow your passion and keep going.  It ain’t gonna be easy, but enjoy every 

moment where you get to spend time doing something you love.  It sounds corny, 
but I’ve always thought it’s a privilege to get paid for doing something I enjoy so 
much. Working late nights, weekends, sometimes 7 nights a week, working every 
Christmas Day and New Year – I’ve never taken any of it for granted.  When I 
think back over nights playing my favourite tunes watching crowds build and 
seducing them onto the dance floor when they could lose themselves to the music, 
or when I’ve sat playing songs turned up loud in radio studios late at night taking 
calls from listeners, or getting to interview people I’m fascinated by. More 
recently, in spoken word gigs standing alongside fellow artists who can make a 
crowd laugh, cry and think in the space of a few words has been a whole new 
form of bliss.  The hard thing is of course, to actually make it pay you enough to 
survive and pay the bills etc.  Reality is, most of us have done stuff for free in the 
past and will continue to do in future….so don’t be too proud.  Sometimes an 
event will lead to a future booking where you will get paid, or someone will see 
what you’re doing and you build contacts that way.  Sign up for short courses and 
workshops – as well as learning new skills you’ll get to meet other writers and 
being part of a writers group is a great way to get feedback for what can be a 
solitary art form.  Never try to copy anyone else’s style, but you can always learn 
from the brilliance of other people’s work. Support your fellow writers too, I’m 
more likely to tell you about my poet friends’ new work than anything I’m doing 
myself…but then I’m lucky enough to know some bloody good poets  

 
NSS: Charlie, thank you very much for taking time out and being interviewed for 
 this issue of Panther Newsletter.  May our Creator guide you and protect you in 
 all your future endeavours.   
 

For more information about Charlie Jordan check her website:  
http://www.charliejordan.co.uk 

 
Log on next month and meet another SPECIAL GUEST or ARTIST OF THE 

MONTH here on PANTHER NEWSLETTER. 
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